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As rich biomedical data streams are accumulating across people and time, they provide a              
powerful opportunity to address limitations in our existing scientific knowledge and to overcome             
operational challenges in healthcare and life sciences. Yet the relative weighting of insights vs.              
methodologies in our current research ecosystem tends to skew the computational community            
away from algorithm evaluation and operationalization, resulting in a well-reported trend           
towards the proliferation of scientific outcomes of unknown reliability. Algorithm selection and            
use is hindered by several problems that persist across our field. One is the impact of the                 
self-assessment bias, which can lead to mis-representations in the accuracy of research results. A              
second challenge is the impact of data context on algorithm performance. Biology and medicine              
are dynamic and heterogeneous. Data is collected under varying conditions. For algorithms, this             
means that performance is not universal -- and need to be evaluated across a range of contexts.                 
These issues are increasingly difficult as algorithms are trained and used on data collected in the                
real-world, outside of the traditional clinical research lab. In these cases, data collection is              
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neither supervised nor well controlled and data access may be limited by privacy or proprietary               
reasons. Therefore, there is a risk that algorithms will be applied to data that are outside of the                  
scope of the intent of the original training data provided. This workshop will focus on               
approaches that are emerging across the researcher community to quantify the accuracy of             
algorithms and the reliability of their outputs.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Despite intensive efforts to utilize this data to optimize healthcare, relatively few methods have              
been adequately validated and clinically deployed. The reasons for this are technical, scientific,             
social and business related. On the technical side this includes inaccessibility of gold-standard             
datasets for robust validation, heterogeneity in data collected from distributed sources, contextual            
relevance of biological observations across samples, poor algorithmic reproducibility and          
community-acceptance of biased approaches for assessing methods. Reproducibility and         
transparency are two methods which support development of reliable biomedical claims that can             
both generate new knowledge and apply it to advance health care. Although these approaches              
have become firmly established and increasingly practiced over the past decade, they do not fully               
address the question of transferability in biomedical research findings or algorithms. This topic             
builds from the types of work described in the PSB 2017 Session on Methods to Ensure                
Reproducibility in Biomedical Research, which was developed in reaction to both the            
announcement of the data sharing initiatives of the Biden Cancer program and the NEJM data               
parasite commentary, focused on methods that individual researchers were taking to assure            
reproducibility within their own work. This session will discuss general methods for open             
community-based methods to benchmark algorithms, including the use of crowd-sourced          
challenges1-3 as a tool for the unbiased assessment of tools and algorithms.  
 
The public health, economic, and social justice crises that have occurred in 2020 have brought an 
urgency to the question of rapid, reliable algorithm assessments.  The global COVID-19 
pandemic has provided an urgent need to rapidly optimize healthcare practices, establish public 
health practices for prevention and monitoring, and identify drugs and vaccines to use in 
prevention and treatment. The urgency of this situation is at odds with the typical pace through 
which scientific knowledge is developed, established and integrated into care. Further, the social 
justice crisis underlies the known issues with medical algorithms that initiate biases or may 
propagate those established in the underlying data.  
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2. Workshop goals and organization 
This workshop, Establishing Reliability in Algorithms, at the 2021 Pacific Symposium on 
Biocomputing is designed to stimulate conversation around mechanisms that our community can 
use to objectively establish the reliability of algorithms. This will include community 
mechanisms for evaluation as well as mechanisms for use by individual researchers within the 
context of independent research programs. The workshop will provide three examples of existing 
approaches and then stimulate an open discussion that will be actively guided and moderated by 
the organizers. The conversation should extend to a discussion of potential mechanisms for 
establishing standards that enforce greater accountability across the community. 
 
Topics to be covered in the presented materials will include: 
 
Predictive analytics in healthcare: The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted an urgent need for             
healthcare systems to learn from and with each other. Clinical analytics teams are implementing              
predictive analytics methods that use algorithms trained on electronic health record (EHR) and             
other data to improve patient care and lower costs. While these methods have the promise of                
being impactful in delivering on precision medicine and managing population health, their real             
world accuracy over time is not well understood4-7. It is the case in most areas of biomedicine                 
that the evaluation of methods across multiple data sets should be transparent and used to               
establish their replicability and reliability. Due to differences across clinical sites in practice,             
population, and data capture, the question of reliability may be less evident and requires an               
understanding of the context - and potential impact - of deploying an algorithm within a               
particular system.  
 
Regulatory Science: Another area where analytical methods are directly impacting health care is             
in support of regulatory filings for new drugs and devices. Data derived from both EHR and                
from remote monitoring devices are increasingly utilized in this capacity. Recognizing the need             
to objectively assess the accuracy of methodologies used in the development of regulatory             
filings, the FDA introduced PrecisionFDA8, an objective benchmarking program in 2015, which            
has built from an original focus on genomic processing methods. The proprietary nature of this               
work introduces barriers to data collection or sharing that make traditional approaches to             
algorithm assessment unsatisfying. Approaches that can support objective evaluation of results           
arising from closed data sources are required. Acknowledgement of these needs are represented             
from the FDA by their Spring 2020 solicitation for community input towards the modernization              
of their data strategy9.  
 
Molecular Modeling and Analytics: Biomedical researchers are routinely generating genomic,          
proteomic, epigenomic, imaging, and other emerging molecular data types comprising billions of            
data-points. Community benchmarking approaches such as the DREAM Challenges or the           
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Critical Assessment experiments have predominantly focused in this domain10-14, where fewer           
commercial interests impact the sharing of data or knowledge. An evaluation of benchmarking             
practices within this domain can help to identify lessons from the successes, current gaps in               
practice, and the development of sustained standards for community-based algorithm assessment.  
 
A moderated discussion will follow that will cover the following topics:  

- successes and lessons learned to-date from community benchmarking practices - 
indicating what impact these approaches to establish reliable outcomes have had on 
subsequent research or translation practices 

- early lessons learned from healthcare method implementation 
- emerging approaches in data sharing and in algorithm development and assessment that 

are addressing the issue of appropriate algorithm interpretation 
- community needs and potential solutions for addressing algorithm reliability 
- Development of better gold standards in biomedicine and approaches to overcome 

sub-optimal gold standards 
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